
Mr Quinn’s written questions and responses

Cabinet  - 9th July 2020

The Chairman read a statement on behalf of Mr Quinn referring to, Item 10: Annual 
Treasury Management Review 2019/20.
In Section 8, sub section 2 (Non-Treasury Management Investments), figures are 
given for the Council loans to the Company and it is stated that: “these loans are 
subject to overarching management review on a regular basis. This is reflected in the 
impairments, made in periodic monitoring reports and in a year-end review, totalling 
£790,000”. 
Yet the Company was loaned nearly six and a half Million Pounds in this year.
Lending such an amount to a Company that is openly saying it might not pay its’ 
debts on time, inevitably raises questions. 
One such question was asked at Audit Committee, on 23 June 2020, where the 
Committee was asked for “an assurance that all loans were made with due diligence 
and competence by MDDC Officers, fully in accordance with the usual business risk 
management processes”. 
The Deputy Chief Executive/ S151 Officer promised a “full and thorough response” - 
but no response appears in the Audit Committee Minutes.
My first question is: Where can I see this response? 

As this question was asked at Audit Committee on the 23 June 2020 the next 
available committee meeting is scheduled for the 11 August 2020. The Deputy CE 
and S151 will ensure the following response is provided at the meeting. 
I can provide full assurance that qualified finance staff review all loan transactions on 
a monthly basis and these are the same professional officers who assess the 
timing/frequency and likely level of repayment of all loans and it is these officers that 
calculate the impairment figure included in the Council’s monthly financial monitoring 
reports. This formal review process also takes account of any associated business, 
economic and sales risks.
In addition to the review undertaken by the Council’s finance staff, 3Rivers also has 
an annual review by Devon Audit Partnership who also report back to the Audit 
Committee their overarching findings relating to all financial and operational control 
measures, which includes commentary on any/all risk mitigation processes.

With regard to Agenda item 13:- 3 Rivers Developments Ltd Feedback.
In the second paragraph of the ‘Legal Implications’ section, the Chief Executive 
makes a clear statement that: “Neither Officers nor Members are able to put 
themselves in a situation where their duty to the Council conflicts with their duty to 
the Company”. 
He then retracts this clarity by continuing: “in so far as Officers are concerned - as 
their duty to the Council arises from their terms and conditions of employment. The 
Council, as their employer, is able to amend the terms and conditions, so that when 



Officers are acting in their role as a Director of the Company, they act in the best 
interests of the Company”.
My second question is: Has any Officer ever had their terms and conditions of 
employment amended in the way that the Chief Executive describes?
Response of the Chief Executive
Dear Mr Quinn
Thank you for your question at last week’s cabinet meeting (of 09/07/20). I believe 
you were listening when I commented on this during the item in question; I stated at 
the time that I had discussed this briefly with my HR colleagues but that I believed it 
could be done via providing a formal ‘release’ when in a seconded role working for 
the company – rather than having to specifically change any individual’s terms and 
conditions.
I undertook to get back to you once I had clarified the position. I have since followed 
this up and can confirm that the necessary release has been officially provided from 
the HR department to the employee that has been seconded on a full-time basis to 
the company.
Regards
Stephen

Cabinet 6 August 2020

At the last Cabinet meeting, I asked two questions. 
One was answered in writing after the meeting, but the other has not been.
I had asked where I could see the answer to a question posed at the Audit 
Committee meeting of 23 June 2020.
In section 201 of the minutes of your previous meeting, at the end of the second 
paragraph, it is recorded that the Deputy Chief Executive “would respond to Mr 
Quinn directly”.
I have not had any response from the Deputy Chief Executive since that Cabinet 
meeting - so I still have not received an answer to my question.
My question is: 
Why has the Deputy Chief Executive not provided the response he is shown as 
promising in the Minutes of the Previous Meeting?

As confirmed in my response to Mr Quinn’s initial question this response will be 
provided at the next Audit Committee scheduled to be held on the 11/8/20. Apologies 
that this response wasn’t provided directly to Mr Quinn more promptly as previously 
agreed.


